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ABSTRACT
The research intended to develop a framework for improving the usability of Learning Management Systems by integrating pedagogical agent. The study adopted usability heuristics as the key factors for enhancing the usability of an LMS through a conversational pedagogical agent. The first objective explored various techniques available for enhancing the usability of the LMS. The techniques includes Learnability, efficiency, and satisfaction are but a few techniques used to measure usability of a web-based system. The second objective examined a variety of ways the pedagogical agent can improve the usability of the LMS. The research recognized that a pedagogical agent could improve the usability of an LMS by making studying more interesting and increasing student to instructor interaction to support active learning. The third objective was for the designing of a suitable framework for improving the usability of an LMS. The fourth objective intended to evaluate the impact of the computer-based pedagogical agent in the LMS. The research established that the conversational pedagogical agent increased human to computer interaction, makes learning more effective and enjoyable and supports self-paced active learning. An experimental research design was adopted in carrying out the research. A conversational pedagogical agent (Melsyanne) was deployed as a prototype to improve the effective use of an LMS. The target population comprised of 3 HODs, 12 Instructors and 82 Students from three randomly selected higher learning institutions within Nakuru Municipality. Data was collected using questionnaires and analyzed through frequencies and percentages using SPSS. The results were presented using tables, column graphs and pie-charts generated by MS Excel application software. The findings constitute the knowledge pool, from which future research can borrow and add in their research study.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Learning Management Systems (LMS) are course management application programs that are widely used to extend learning services to higher learning institutions. LMS are normally used by institutions to manage education for students taking regular courses or distance learning programs. The main aim of using these systems is to make sense of knowledge acquired and learned to improve ways of performing the task. Higher institutions use these systems for instructing and as control tools for their students. The system supports’ traditional educational approach based on the management, evaluation, monitoring and administering education from the teachers to learners [2]. Educational technology goes hand in hand with pedagogy when it comes to training and acquiring knowledge. Various institutions have utilized Learning Management Systems to set up web-based learning content and create opportunities to cross cultural borders and distribute learning on a global scale [3]. Therefore an LMS is more effective and efficient when it is easy to use, interactive and flexible [4]. The integration of a pedagogical agent to an LMS can improve its effective use through Human-Computer Interaction.

A pedagogical agent is an animated life-like character in a multimedia learning environment that facilitates the learning process [5]. They are developed by software engineers and artificial engineering to explain a concept or demonstrate the procedure for performing a variety of simulated tasks [6].

The rising challenge for program developers and Human Computer Interaction (HCI) researchers is to develop software tools for making e-learning effective. Learning Management Systems provide information where students take the time to go through the course and have to recall the theoretical concept rather than consulting their instructors for additional information with the aim of deeply understanding a topic and feel in control of the learning through the use of computer-based agents.

According to [7], the effective use of the Learning Management Systems supports collaborative learning and social interactions. However, the psychological needs and clues to hand on experience during personal studies are not catered for since students are not guided physically or monitor by their instructors [8].

Learning Management systems have extended learning services to a vast environment. Users of an LMS that is inadequate usually feel confused, frustrated, anxious, and reduce the interest of learning. The major contribution of the failure to implement Course Management System for higher learning is inadequate usability. Usability of LMS influences how the users assess their learning experience, if the usability of Learning Management System is unfriendly, students fail to make effective use the system [9]. The main problem the students encounter when using an LMS as the main channel of education is the delay of feedback on their study queries. Researching from various web sources to get information exposes them to wrong or unreliable information that affects their studies. For quick and correct learning, the immediate response from the instructors should be able to give timely answers to the learner’s study queries. We can therefore
comfortably say that immediate feedback is the best solution to correct and quick learning. It also motivates and supports the study process of the learners [10]. When instructors influence the academic and socially interact with the learners, the learning outcome is usually more effective and efficient. Real-time student to instructor interaction is very vital to the trajectory of learning that will eventually lead to employment [11], [12], and [13]. Although physical availability is impractical through LMS, technology can be used to develop a creative interactive program which is capable of communicating with the students as if the teacher is present. There is need to integrate a conversational pedagogical agent to an LMS to accomplish a better learner-instructor interaction. To make an LMS a better all-around program that is easy to use, interactive, enjoyable and thorough in its functions of bringing out more realistic computer systems experts who will require less time in trying to figure out technical ideas from prose and large volumes of books. The aim is to make learning more interactive, exciting and directions more personalized as would be in a real life situation through simulations. It is even more necessary that learning moves with the times, make the learner feel much more in control, and updated when using the Learning Management System.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Usability heuristics of Learning Management Systems

The term usability means that users can use a tool or system to accomplish a task with satisfaction and ease. In the user’s point of view, the use of Learning Management System is controlled by the learner cognitive and perceptual abilities [14]. The better human-computer interaction with learning management systems, the easier it is to use and gain greater satisfaction within systems and their tools. Usability can improve the learning experience for learners [15] as well as educational performance. Therefore, a good design with usability study is a crucial component in the development of a Learning Management System. The attitude of the user towards the system, its flexibility, effectiveness in use and learnability of the system are four critical areas to look for when assessing the usability of the system [16]. Usability is a technique used for experimenting the quality of a system and how easy it is for the user to interact with its interface. The term “usability” refers to methods for improving ease of use during the design process. There are five quality components to define usability: Learnability, efficiency, memorability, errors and satisfaction [1]. Therefore, Usability is the degree to which a particular system is used by to accomplish specific goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction.

2.2 Usability Features of Course Management System

The effectiveness and satisfaction of online Learning Management System depend on its usability features. These features include; the system interface/layout design, ease of use and navigation, the speed of use, learnability, user satisfaction, system functionality, and usefulness. [17] categorized three main system features provided by learning management system as explained; 1). Instructional elements-used in course management such as survey manager, grade books, syllabus builder, edit, Update or remove announcements, edit staff details. Alter or add course tutorial and personal management tool. Communicate to an individual or a group through email and the message feature within the Blackboard. 2). Interactive features like discussion boards, chartroom, digital drop box among others support data transfer and communication within the LMS. 3). Visual features to make the LMS look appealing are presented by interface layout and design, font styles and colors among others.

2.3 Approaches to usability enhancement in Learning Management System

LMS automates the learning program as compared to the brick and mortar education mode of delivery. Therefore, it requires extra effort in studying and personal motivation of the learner to excel in their studies. [18] Considered the Nielsen's usability heuristics as the main method for enhancing usability in eLearning. A pedagogical agent is a tool that can be used to assimilate human actions for performing a task. This program can monitor activities taking place within the LMS through tracking the performance of the learners, identifying errors or providing feedback. The agents can also offer support in conveying course information to the learners according to the course curriculum, the intended mode of delivery, planning, and control of the course content. The agent can be used for tutorial remediation to extend learning and course coverage. Student models can provide individualized learning in the system [19]. Incorporating pedagogical interface agents or virtual humans for training purpose makes learning more interesting and engaging as compared to an LMS that only supports upload and download of documented tutorials. Existing Pedagogical agents like Soar Training Virtual Environment (Steve), and Agent the for Distributed Learning Environment (Adele), was introduced by the Central for Advance Research in Technology for Education (CARTE) at the University of Southern California (USC). The primary aim of these agents was to provide individual and personal training for LMS [20].

2.4 Types of pedagogical agents used in LMS

Teachers and learners can use pedagogical agents to expand documented academic learning to the intelligent learning environment and teaching. They are categorized into three major types; Digital Education, Digital tutor, and Digital secretary [21].

2.5 Benefits of pedagogical agents in higher learning institutions

The use of pedagogical agents has massively been integrated into the business and learning environment and is likely to transfer traditional way of performing a task to mobile as well as blended intellectual settings [22]. The technology provides pedagogical agents as dynamic, and speaking avatars are in mass market use. Pedagogical agents make educational resources richer and more engaging experience than reading lines of text on the screen.

The web services prevent storage of bulky information on the agent by providing other sources of online teaching materials. Innovative learning through agents that supports problem-based learning motivates students to customize and personalize their learning programs. Conversational agents are useful if it provides personal relation and discloses information to the pedagogical agents. Conversational agents are used to facilitating human-computer interaction through natural language processing. They provide information to users request and at times generate questions for the users to keep the conversation more interesting. Integrating such agent
to the LMS encourages the learners to take control of their studies, make learning more interesting and majorly improve the usability of a Learning Management System.

2.6 Challenges of Implementing Pedagogical Agent to the Learning Environment in Higher institutions

The education setting requires the redefining the accepted role of the instructor and learner. The traditional ways of teaching assume students as not sufficiently knowledgeable people to fully practice the skills they have acquired in schools. This assumption strengthens the teacher’s role as the core controller of learning practices with the aim of transferring predefined knowledge to the learners. Hence ending up to too much instructor’s control in the learning process and leading to student boredom, poorly learning experience and demoralization. Teachers being the primary agents of change in the learning environment are resistant to adopt pedagogical innovations and technology [23]. The instructors have to content to three main factors with embracing technology; The psychological effect of change, learning to use the technology and rethinking their Pedagogical approach to facilitate more student’s control in an educational environment using Web 2.0 tools and technologies. Teachers do not have a clear perception about the Pedagogical Learning Environment (PLE) concept, its implications, and benefits, hence making them hesitant to adopt and accept the idea.

2.7 The impact of pedagogical agents among the instructors and learners

Motivating students; Learning is motivated when the trainees observe models. Verbal encouragement together with task performing activities facilitates students' self-efficacy beliefs [24]. The pedagogical agent with sound features motivates the student to concentrate and become more interested in practical training to enable them to know how to operate computerized equipment technically. Intelligent programs act as professionals. Experts who exhibit extensive knowledge to perform activities better than average within a domain of a program are the same of the developers of the pedagogical agents. Keeping in mind that the agents are emotionless and their responses depend on the internal and external simulations [25].

2.8 Research Gaps

Learning Management System is incorporated in higher education institutions to distribute educational services to people both locally and internationally. Most courses offered are in the field of the Business, humanities, computing and technology. The mode of training entails the provision of course content through documents, presentations, word processing applications and spreadsheet programs. Formal education offered over the web through the use of presentations and videos, Google Docs and YouTube are uploaded and maintained by the course facilitators [26].

Despite the fact that trainers provide educational instructions through YouTube videos, presentations found in Google Docs and Course Management Systems, this training is teacher-centered and passive [24]. Various sources present information in a different format and are not from a centralized source hence making it difficult to access the most reliable information intended for study purpose. The gap remains as to how the real-time interaction between the learner and the instructor can be achieved. The study intends to fill the gap by designing a framework that will guide on improving usability of an LMS by integrating a conversational pedagogical agent.

2.9 Conclusion

In summary, a good number of researchers agree that digital assimilated programs can improve the learning [21]. However, there is little research done on how social conversational pedagogy agents are among the technical tools for enhancing the effective use of an LMS. These agents proved multimedia interaction between the instructor and the learner. In most cases, learners’ need to physically interact with their instructors to explain/respond to their personal questions concerning a topic or study area. The use of conversational pedagogy agent can feel this gap by getting open questions from students and providing a timely response that matches the problem according to the agent’s intelligence. Therefore, there is a need to cooperate in a conversational pedagogy agent to make learning easier, enjoyable, and self-centered to enable the student to take control of their learning and enhance the usability of a Learning Management System.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The researcher adopted an experimental research design as an in-depth investigation of the study. An evaluation to find out if pedagogical agents can improve the usability of a Learning Management System was performed to support the subject. The study was carried out in Higher Learning Institution in Kenya within Nakuru County.

The research targeted the Head of departments, Instructors and the students from nine Institutions of Higher learning within Nakuru Municipality that uses the content management system. Random sampling was adopted by writing names of all the institutions on paper after that three pieces of paper were selected from among the nine pieces at random. The three institutions automatically constituted the 30% of the total which was enough size in this study. The total number of the students 316 and the 53 instructors from the computing department in the three institutions was used to generate a sample of 30% of the total population. From this, a sample consisting of 16 instructors and 95 students from the three institutions. All the three Head of Departments for these institutions purposively sampled for inclusion in this study. Observation, questionnaires and interview schedule were the research instruments used for the study. Data collected was coded and entered in the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) database. The charts were developed using Microsoft Excel application software. Descriptive statistics (frequencies and percentages) and inferential statistics (Pearson correlation coefficient and Regression analysis) were computed.

4. DATA ANALYSIS, PRESENTATION, AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Pedagogical Agent

Pedagogical agents are intelligent agents that provide individualized instructions to learners. They are potentially an important element in the instructional value in the instructional because they assume the role of mentor or tutor and increasing the learning value of LMS [27].
4.2 How conversation pedagogical agent can improve usability of learning management system

The most effective way of supporting Human Computer Interaction (HCI) is by allowing users freely express their questions and interest by texting or speaking to the agent [28]. These agents encourage interactions and give the user opportunity to take control of their learning by prompting questions or requesting for hints/ideas to performing a practical task. They also allow learner feel the virtual presence of the course facilitators.

Animated interface agents act as a target for increasing interest and attention of the user driven by speculated effect on human cognition and dialogue motivation [29]. These agents deliver interactive text-based dialogues by integrating computational linguistics techniques with the web as the communication channel and responding to statements made by the users through ordinary language [30]. A student can find learning more interactive and enjoyable when they are communicating with a conversational agent that has a “sense of humor” capability by recognizing humorous sentences from users and provide humoristic expression during dialogue [31]. The young generation feels more comfortable interacting with a person whom they are not so much attached to or an agent especially when they are searching for information concerning private issues that they cannot directly or easily discuss with their parents or instructors. However, conversational agents are at times subject to misuse and abuse triggered by learners [32].

4.3 Conversational Pedagogical Agent

In the current society, the spread of information has been gone global through the use of information technology and the internet. ICT has brought about the development of diverse ways of communication with computers through Human Computer Iteration (HCI). With conversational agents, the cognitive interfaces have improved ways in which users interact with computers for the purpose of acquiring knowledge, inquiring for information or entertainment purpose. Human beings are social in nature, and if computers assist humans in various functions, they will have to learn the human language [33]. The major advantage is that Conversational agents have linguistic intelligence due to their capability of interpreting words and use of Natural Language Processing (also called Computational Linguistics) ability. The pedagogical agent tends to match words from users’ input and applies a metalinguistic ability to provide the appropriate response to the user. Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a branch of computer interaction linguistic and computer science concerned with the interaction between human (natural language) and computers. With the ability of a computer to understand the human language it becomes much easier to interact with them hence the conversational agents are considered as intelligent systems [34].

4.3.1 Melsyanne Chatbot developed in AIML (Artificial Intelligence Markup Language) and its interpreter Program O

A prototype of a conversational pedagogy agent (Melsyanne Chatbot) was developed using Artificial Intelligence Markup Language (AIML) is an extension of XML-based description language designed for developing natural software agents.

The prototype was developed to test if a conversational pedagogical agent can be used to improve the usability of a learning management system. This agent was used to by students for human computer interaction where a student could initiate a conversation by asking Melsyanne Chatbot unrestricted questions related to a lecture document uploaded in their Learning Management System. This agent provides a logical immediate response to the learners. The learners are also able to control their learning by formulating questions related to the study topic expecting a reliable response or clarification of the concept and relevant feedback from Melsyanne.

4.3.2 Melsyanne Chatbot knowledge

Chatbot’s store information in a knowledge web where the response is retrieved and given to the user of the system. AIML being a ruled-base language means that development of Melsyanne was through a collection of rules known as a data-driven programming paradigm. The rules consisting of two major parts: condition and action. Melsyanne works by selecting one rule which has its specific condition satisfied. She then executes the action of the selected rule. The category element defines the AIML rules. This element also contains pattern and template element. The pattern and template define the conditions and actions. The code below is an illustration of AIML syntax;

```
<aiml><category><pattern>WHAT IS AN OPERATING SYSTEM</pattern><template> It is a computer’s master control program that controls the computer system</template></category><template>*</template><category><pattern>Can you say that more clearly?</pattern><template>I don't understand</template></category><category><pattern>Can you say that more clearly?</pattern><template>I don't understand</template></category></aiml>
```

Melsyanne responds with the word “Hi there” if the learner first says “HELLO.” If the user sends information that the chatbot is not familiar with. Melsyanne responds with any of the random action values like “Can you say that more clearly?” or “I don't understand” among other default response.

4.4 A framework for integrating pedagogical agent in LMS

The third objective of the study was to design a framework for improving the usability of Learning Management System by integrating a Pedagogical agent. A prototype of a conversational pedagogical agent (Melsyanne) was developed to test if the students can be able to learn by interacting with a digital tutor through asking questions related to a topic covered in their course of study. Just like the LMS the conversational pedagogical agent only requires the internet and web application software like Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, safaris, Opera and Google Chrome among others. The diagram below represents a framework that can be used to integrate pedagogical agent for enhancing the usability of Learning Management System.
The student can ask a question or initiate a conversation. Melsyanne reads the user input and searches for specific keywords. If Melsyanne finds a keyword when interacting with the user, then an answer is retrieved from her knowledge web and displayed on the screen. If the user’s input had no keyword existing, then Melsyanne provides undefined default response and later record the conversations in the undefined conversation database to enable the administrator to teach Melsyanne on how to respond such questions. A conversational log database stores all conversations between the user and the Melsyanne.

The conversational pedagogical agent (see Figure 2) provides a response to the user by matching the learner's keyword with the information stored in its memory. Interacting with the chatbot has been made possible through its artificial intelligence categorized under natural language processing. The students enjoyed using the application because it motivated their learning and enhance teacher-student interaction through the use of a computer-based pedagogical conversational agent

1. **Assessment agent database**

   The database stores questions used for evaluating students during the course learning period. Assessing student is conducted occasionally depending on the dates assigned by the instructor.

2. **Personal learning data database**

   Store student’s personal information, enrolled courses, messages from the administrator or fellow learners and assessment records among others.

4.4.1 **Melsyanne’s Pedagogical objectives**

   Melsyanne as a learning aid application program contributing to providing educational information when requested, it provides assistances over traditional teaching methods. The following are Melsysanne’s pedagogical objectives in the Learning Management System:

   (Pa1) **Increases student to instructor interaction**. The chatbot responds to student’s queries by matching keywords with the information stored in its knowledge web.

   (Pa2) **It is goal oriented and increases student understanding on particular topics**. Melsyanne simulates a subject teacher role on how the instructor would communicate or respond to the students. Through active interaction, the students learn at their pace and concentrate more on gaining knowledge on a particular subject.

   (Pa3) **Makes learning more interesting and motivating**. The agent promotes active learning whereby, the student converse with the Melsyanne (virtual tutor) to get first-hand information. The agent provides immediate information to learners hence the students feel motivated to learn.

   (Pa4) **Add value for teaching**. Effective teaching requires the teacher to be physically present when providing instructions to learners and especially when students’ need more clarification on areas they failed to understand during their personal study. A virtual tutor fills this gap in a web base learning environment.

4.4.1 **Melsyanne’s Pedagogical objectives**

   Melsyanne as a learning aid application program contributing to providing educational information when requested, it provides assistances over traditional teaching methods. The
following are Melsyanne’s pedagogical objectives in the Learning Management System;

(Pa1) Increases student to instructor interaction. The chatbot responds to student’s queries by matching keywords with the information stored in its knowledge web.

(Pa2) It is goal oriented and increases student understanding on particular topics. Melsyanne simulates a subject teacher role on how the instructor would communicate or respond to the students. Through active interaction, the students learn at their pace and concentrate more on gaining knowledge on a particular subject.

(Pa3) Makes learning more interesting and motivating. The agent promotes active learning whereby, the student converse with the Melsyanne (virtual tutor) to get first-hand information. The agent provides immediate information to learners hence the students feel motivated to learn.

(Pa4) Add value for teaching. Effective teaching requires the teacher to be physically present when providing instructions to learners and especially when students’ need more clarification on areas they failed to understand during their personal study. A virtual tutor fills this gap in a web base learning environment.

4.4.2 Melsyanne’s Usability objectives

A virtual tutor is normally designed to provide effective teaching principles. However, without adequate usability consideration of both the students and instructors, the LMS will rarely be considered as an effective educational system. Usability covers some factors including efficiency, learnability, and satisfaction. It is very important to consider these criteria especially those that involve ease of use and time to learn the system to avoid preventing the students and instructors from adopting the system. Below are some of the usability requirements that are essential for integrating the chatbot into the LMS;

(Usb1) Easy to learn, and (Usb2) Easy to use. The instructor/student can devote most of their teaching/learning a topic rather than master the functionality of the LMS.

(Usb3) Interactive; the agent should support effective and efficient interaction between the learners and course facilitators.

4.5 Mapping of Usability Measures to the Study Parameters

Usability is the study of how easy and quick someone can understand how to use a particular computerized system or human-made object. Usability measures include ease of learning, subject satisfaction, and efficiency of use, memorability, and frequency of error. Melsyanne design approach meets various usability requirements as stated below:

Visual representation: Melsyanne has a static image that captures the attention of the user rather than the use of text only for active interaction. When the user communicates with Melsyanne, their message is presented in a green font while the response is provided in a red color. This enables the user to follow the conversation between the tutor and the learner easily. Clear vision increases student to instructor interaction (Pa1), students focus on the topic (Pa2) and are makes learning more interesting (Pa3). It is also simple to learn (Usb2) and easy to use (Usb1).

Interactivity: active engagement between the student and the instructor was made possible through training a virtual instructor to simulate how a physical lecture would respond to a student when requested for clarification concerning a particular topic. Increased interactivity between the student and instructor (Pa1)/ (Usb1), and supports self-regulated learning (Pa2).

Efficiency: Learners experience minimal frustration/obstacles in using the instructional interface. The agent is more than just the visual representation of the instructor and interacting with Melsyanne adds value to learning (Pa3) and (Pa4) by providing a relevant response the users and enables Human Computer Interaction (Pa1) given that fact the that is easy to use (Usb1).

Accessibility: It is easy to access learning materials (Usb2) and (Pa4) for a particular topic (Pa3). The student can access the system at their convenient time and study at their pace (Pa1) while interacting with the virtual instructor (Usb3).

Consistency: When the user interact (Pa1) with the virtual instructor, they get a consistent response and are motivated (Pa3) to continue requesting for more information concerning
a study topic (Pa4). However, there are some cases where the student might ask for information that Melsyanne has not yet been trained to respond, it will provide a default response or ask a user another question about the topic or change the topic. Due to its simplicity, it is easy to learn and interact with the system (Usb2) and (Usb3).

Learnability: The agent is simple to use (Usb1) and learn (Usb2). It is also goal oriented and focuses on various study topics to increase student understanding of a particular topic (Pa2).

The table below summarizes the mapping between the key study parameters and the key usability dimensions they attempt to satisfy.

**Table 1: Mapping usability dimensions to the study parameters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pa1</th>
<th>Pa2</th>
<th>Pa3</th>
<th>Pa4</th>
<th>Usb1</th>
<th>Usb2</th>
<th>Usb3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visual Representaion</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactivity</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learnability</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above table indicates that the measure for enhancing the usability of any web-based systems must satisfy usability heuristics mentioned in the study. Therefore, Melsyanne as a visual tutor has developed in a way that it meets the usability dimensions.

The study established that the majority of the students 85.4% agreed that conversational Pedagogical agent improves the usability of LMS compared to 9.8% who disagreed and 4.9% who were neutral. The study recognized that the majority of the students 87.8% agreed that student to instructor interaction was improved through the use of a conversational pedagogical agent as compared to 3.7% who disagreed and 8.5% who were neutral. It showed that the majority of them 67.1% agreed that communicating with the conversational agent made them feel the virtual presence of a digital-tutor compared to 2.4% who disagreed and 4.9% were neutral. A majority of the students 92.7% agreed that chatbot made learning to be more enjoyable compared to 2.4% who disagreed and 4.9% were neutral. A majority of the student 47.6% disagree with the idea that a conversational agent provides hints for a study concept as compared to 37.8% who agreed and 14.6% were neutral. The study showed that the majority of the student 74.4% agreed they would take control of their learning through the assistance of a digital expert compared to 9.8% who disagreed and 15.9% who were neutral. The study established that the majority of the students 69.5% agreed that learning was more

![Fig 3: Comparison of the impact of pedagogical agent on improving the usability of LMS according to both the Students and the Instructors](image-url)
efficient and effective since they interact with their instructor by asking questions and get immediate response compared to 8.5% who disagreed and 22% who were neutral. The study established that the majority of the students 95.1% agreed digital tutor motivated interactive learning compared to 4.9 who were neutral and none of the students disagreed. The study established that majority of the students 68.7% agreed that they managed to regulate and personalize their learning as compared to 11% who disagreed and 20.7% who were neutral. A majority of them 96.8% agreed that learning was more interactive since the student could get instant response from the instructor compared to 2.4% who disagreed and 1.2% who were neutral. In summary, the majority of the students 85.4% agreed that integration of conversational pedagogical agent to improve the usability of their LMS would bring many advantages to their educational experience.

5. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Summary of the major findings
This section presents a summary of the findings arising from the study.

5.1.1 Summary of the techniques for enhancing the usability of a Learning Management System
First, the study established that the technique for enhancing the usability of the learning management system mainly relies on (Nielsen, 2012) usability heuristics.

5.1.2 Summary of Findings on how pedagogical agent can improve the usability of LMS
The study established that the use of Melsyanne as a virtual tutor improves the usability of a Learning Management System by making learning more interactive through the use of simulated educational conversational programs. Student to instructor communication was made possible by allowing learners freely ask Melsyanne. However, a few of their questions did not get the expected answers since Melsyanne had no required answers. Continuous improvement of adding more knowledge to Melsyanne’s memory will eliminate the issue of lacking response to queries or unexpected response. The learners’ self-paced learning through Melsyanne is made more active, motivating, interesting and effective.

5.1.3 Summary of a framework for integrating pedagogical agents in LMS
The framework represents a logical view of integrating a conversational agent to an LMS (Moodle). The study established that the Learning Management System allows the student to authenticate into the LMS and access their personal profile through the web user interface. The student receives the learning content in either a downloadable document file (theory module) or by conversing with a digital tutor (Pedagogical Conversational Agent). The student can interact with a digital tutor (Melsyanne) to gain more information about the topic of study. The assessment agent evaluates students and their results recorded in the learners’ personal database.

5.1.4 Summary of Findings on the impact of computer-based pedagogical agents in LMS
The study established that computer-based pedagogical agents have a great impact on the usability on the Learning Management System. First, the learning is more interesting when using interactive programs. Secondly, the students are motivated to engage the virtual tutor when they need an immediate response and more clarification concerning a topic they are studying. Lastly, learning is not only made easy but interesting hence enabling the student to become more effective and knowledgeable in their field of study.

5.2 Conclusions of the study
The purpose of the study was to develop a framework for improving the usability of Learning Management System by integrating pedagogical agent. The study established that most of the students enrolled in the Learning Management System for studies pursue through the documented learning tutorials (commonly referred to as handouts) to master the theoretical concepts of technical units. At times students’ ask their course facilitator questions concerning a study concept but they don’t get an immediate response. On many occasions, learners fail to get someone to take them through the technical concepts that need the presence of an instructor to assist them to master a task or understand a topic. Even though most course management systems allow learners download course material and evaluate students’ performance, there is a need for the student to interact with their facilitator and get an immediate response to make their learning more active and effective. Therefore, digital tutors through the use of conversational pedagogical agent like Melsyanne can be integrated into the course delivery systems to increase student to instructor interaction, make studies more enjoyable and motivate the student to take control of their learning. The study also establishes that usability heuristics are the key measurements to consider when developing an effective conversational pedagogical agent improving the usability of LMS. Therefore, use of Melsyanne as a virtual instructor (Pedagogical Agent) to a large extent improves the usability of Learning Management System.

5.3 Recommendations
About the findings, the study recommends as follows: First, the higher learning institutions should strategically plan on integrating conversational agents with speech capabilities to allow audio input and provide an audio response to learners’ inquiries. The conversational pedagogical agent will make communication more active and engaging. Second, the institutions should consider the allocation of virtual labs through the use of simulated 3D programs to facilitate fundamental practice to the technical task. Third, let the agents not only be animated but interactive in a way that they are capable of indicating the learning progress and capability of performing the technical task.

5.4 Suggestions for further research
The study recommends the following further research studies: A study should be undertaken on the how pedagogical agents improves learning and technical capabilities of the students despite the fact that they are virtual tutors’ demonstrating tasks performed in real life environment.
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